Abstract-In the future, it is important to construct infrastructure on the surface of deep space planets, and then networking can be achieved to support both the communication between surface network nodes and planet satellite access. And because multiple access is an important technique in deep space communication, a scene of deep space exploration was proposed based on multiple access, which include planet surface network and satellite access network. Then hypergraph theory was used to model the network, thus provide a new way to improve the network connectivity, save frequency spectrum resource and reduce mutual interference, and also how to construct a hyper-edge was described. According to the network model, a 7-layer network architecture was introduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since human beings could see the neighboring planets, we are eager to reach them. Also it is the human nature to explore, imagine and probe the unknown world they can see and reach. Konstantin E. Tsiolkovsky, who is the father of astronautics said: "The Earth is the cradle of the mind, but we cannot live forever in a cradle", which can be considered as an explanation for the motivation of human activities in deep space exploration. Nowadays, we are closing to the dream of exploration and utilization of the deep space through our efforts, highly sophisticated spacecrafts were launched into the solar system and sent back variety of information about our neighboring planets. In 1957, USSR launched the first artificial satellite Sputnik-1, and in 1959 Lunar 1 was launched, it was the first lunar flyby which discovered the solar wind, and this can be viewed as the start of human deep space exploration. In the following half a century, many countries carried out a lot of work about deep space exploration. Some of which were representative as following Communication plays a key role in deep space exploration. The communication system is responsible for telemetry & control and information transmission as well as transmission of image, video, scientific data, etc. But the deep space communication has its differences with the normal terrestrial communication and satellite communication, and will face the following challenges which will affect networking and communication links:
Heterogeneous network interconnection and node access. In a deep space exploration network, there may be several kinds of coexist networks, such as planet surface network, planet satellite network. Therefore, how these networks interconnect must be considered, also the handover and access problem of the nodes must be solved.
Very Long and varying Propagation Delay Time. Deep space communications are carried by electromagnetic radiation and increasingly by light, which have the speed of light. But due to the long distance between planets, the speed of light imposes serious limitations on interplanetary travel [2] . The movement of the planets and spacecrafts also made the delay time variable.
Bandwidth asymmetry between forward link and reverse link. Data rate asymmetry of forward link and reverse link is typically on the order of 1000:1 in deep space communication. For instance, most data are delivered from deep spacecraft to Earth in spacecraft-Earth communication [3] .
Energy constraint. Almost all the current artificial satellites and planet rovers are depend on solar energy to run their system. And transmission across long distance need very high transmission power, so an energy-efficient transmission power control algorithm is important.
Blackouts or Intermittent Connectivity [4] . In deep space communication, periodic link outrages may occur for the reason of planet/spacecraft movement and harsh environment in deep space.
Lack of Fixed communications infrastructure. In the scenario of deep space exploration, both on the planet surface and between the planets there is hardly any fixed infrastructure to be helpful to the inter-spacecrafts communication. This will reduce the connectivity of the space network.
The frequency spectrum has becoming a restricted resource. For the purpose of using spectrum effectively, new recommendation on deep space spectrum utilization was proposed and accepted at Spectrum Frequency Consultation Group(SFCG) 23(Sept [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] 2003) .
In order to deal with the above problems, people has developed the concept of IPN [5] .and DSIN [6] , which has their particular structure adapted to the environment of deep space communication to some extent. A new technique which called delay & disruption-tolerant networking (DTN) has been proposed [7] . A method called store and forward was used in DTN, it does not assume a continuous end-to-end connection, when a link to the destination can not been found, the data packets are not discarded, instead, the relay nodes will keep the packets until it can connect to another intermediate node under certain condition, in such case, the TCP/IP is not suitable. Moreover, with the increase in the number of spacecraft and the requirement for spectrum bandwidth, more spacecrafts may be accommodated within a particular band allocation. To achieve this goal, the multiple access technique was widely used to improve the efficiency of spectrum resource use. In the multiple access scenario, how a node join a network and how to handover between different networks must be considered.
In this paper, in order to deal with the problems which will affect the network handover and node access in heterogeneous networks, we focus on the network infrastructure and the protocol architecture of deep space planet exploration networks. Based on the multiple access and self organized technique, we use hypergraph theory to model the network and proposed the concept of hyper-edges, then explained how to form a hyper-edge in the network. Then we proposed architecture based on improved DTN.
II. OVERVIEW OF RELATED WORKS
In this section, we will introduce some inspiring works related to the network infrastructure and protocol architecture in deep space planet exploration.
A. Multiple Access Techniques Used in Deep Space Exploration
NASA's Space Communication and Navigation (SCaN) office has been designing an agency-wide space communication and navigation architecture to support NASA space exploration and science missions out to 2030 [8] . The study team developed multiple access scenarios for combinations of links for near earth relay, lunar relay, Mars relay, and lunar Direct-To-Earth (DTE) / Direct-From-Earth (DFE), and Mars DTE/DFE links. The Multiple Access subteam recommended continuing to use existing techniques for ground network and space network [9] , and they did a lot of analysis to further develop and analyze both CDMA and FDMA.
In the field of space exploration, multiple access is a comparatively new technique, Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) was used in the NASA's Space Network (SN) program as a multiple access mode in the start, and the Deep Space Network (DSN) utilized Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) system in Mars exploration. And in the future exploration of moon and Mars, more and more space crafts and planetary sensors will result a need for greater multiple access abilities [8] .
B. Delay Tolerant Networks
With the development of communication technologies in deep space exploration, a new architecture must be proposed to meet the requirements in deep space communication. NASA and JPL started the project of "Interplanetary Internet (IPN)" in 1998 [9] , they described a scenario of IPN [10] , it consists of the backbone network (earth, other planets and some spacecrafts) and planetary network (planet orbiting satellite and surface network). In order to address the problems in the IPN communication which mentioned above, Kevin Fall et al. proposed the concept of DTN(delay/disruption tolerant network, DTN) to describe the architecture used in IPN [11] . And DTN was designed with the characteristic of: support custody based retransmission; has the ability to cope with intermittent connectivity; can take advantage of scheduled, predicted, and opportunistic connectivity; support the interconnection and interoperation between heterogeneous networks. DTN can operate in the high-propagation delay environment such as near-planetary, planetary surface environments or deep space communication.
The core idea of DTN is added bundle layer into the network architecture, the bundle layer is an intermediate layer between the transport layer which below it and the application layer which above it. The bundle layer provides "store-carrying-forward" services to the application layer, to deal with intermittent connectivity, it store and forwards "bundles", bundles are the variable-sized protocol data unit(PDU) of the "bundle protocol" [12] .
Once the concept of DTN appears, it attracted the attraction of researchers in the field of deep space exploration, underwater acoustic communication, ad hoc networks, etc. researches usually concentrate on congestion control, access control and routing based on DTN architecture. In 2009, NASA tested the first deep-space communications network, engineers from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, used software called Disruption-Tolerant Networking (DTN) to transmit dozens of space images to and from a NASA science spacecraft located more than 20 million miles from Earth [13].
III. NETWORK MODEL BASED ON HYPERPRAPH THEORY

A. Scenario of Deep Space Planet Exploration
In the future, whether what kind of deep space communication network was constructed, there must be more and more spacecrafts in the space especially in the scenario of planet exploration, so the multiple access(MA) is considered to be a method to support the simultaneous communication. Particularly, the need for MA capability will increase when several deep space nodes (vehicles, Astronauts or satellites) appear in a same relay node's antenna beam.
For the exploration of deep space planets, we propose a 4-layer structure network model as figure 1 shows. The first layer is planet surface layer, it support multiple access and autonomous networking of surface nodes, and the surface nodes can communicate to planet orbit layer through planet communication station(PCS) or the nodes which has the access ability to orbit layer. The responsibility of orbit layer is provide extra communication links for the isolated surface nodes or as the forwarding layer between surface layer and planet relay layer, and it also responsible for planet monitoring and data collecting. The planet relay layer is in charge of provide communication between deep space backbone [14] and orbit layer, the orbit layer can communicate with relay layer through multiple access technique. Scenarios of deep space planet exploration So in the above scenario of deep space planet exploration, we must take the following consideration into the design of network architecture:
(1) Self-adaptive. Because of the uncertainty of deep space or planet surface environment (climate, node distribution, etc.), the network need the ability of perceive, response to the surroundings.
(2) Self-healing. The deep space is a complex environment; it's hard to ensure the connectivity of the network, so the self-healing ability is important.
(3) Energy efficient. Deep space nodes usually depend on solar energy to work, it is a kind of energy constrained network, so improve energy efficient and increase the network lifetime is a design goal.
(4) Heterogeneous network. In the deep space exploration, we need numerous nodes, and these nodes can be different space crafts, so the network is a heterogeneous network.
(5) Random access. In the deep space planet exploration, multiple access technique is widely used, and the planet surface nodes usually move under a stochastic mobile model, then a node may move from one access point to another, so the problem of handoff and its randomness must be considered.
B. Hypergraph Based Network Model
(1) Introduction and Preliminaries In 1970 C. Berge proposed the concept of hypergraph for the first time, and described hypergraph theory in detail [15] . Hypergraph theory is constructed on the base of graph theory and set theory.
is a finite subset cluster of X , and H meet the following conditions [16] :
( 1,2, , )
If H also meet the condition of:
Then H is a simple hypergraph. And a hypergraph ( , ) H V E = differs from an ordinary graph in the edge, hyper-edges are arbitrary sets of nodes, it means a hyper-edge connects multiple nodes, but an ordinary edge connects only two nodes. In a hypergraph based network model, the nodes in one hyper-edge imply they have a better connectivity. 
(2) Hypergraph Based Network Model In order to improve the network performance in connectivity, power efficiency, etc, we use hypergraph to model the network. In the hypergraph modeled network ( , ) H V E = , V denotes the nodes in the network, E denotes the hyper-edge of the network. And in the deep space exploration network, the hyper-edge E is constitute of the nodes of the same access point. As described above, multiple access technique is widely used in deep space communication, and the nodes belong to the same access point will have better communication performance.
Based on the above description, a scenario of hypergraph based deep space exploration network is shown in Figure 3, Although the network capacity can be increased by techniques such as increasing the chip rate or using interference suppression, capacity also suffers due to the mutual interference of the channel. And the network model which based on hypergraph theory, provide a way to implement various kinds of interference cancellation methods and also networking and routing.
(3) Mutual Interference Analysis with Hypergraph In the multiple access technique based network, independent set of hypergraph theory also can be used to analyze the mutual interference between nodes. When the distance between two nodes is d , the received signal power can be written as:
t P is the transmitting power, t G and r G are the gain of transmitting and receiving antenna, f is signal frequency, k is a constant. In order to explain how to analyze mutual interference with hypergraph theory, a simple network scenario as figure 4 shows, in the interference area of node X 1 uniformly distributed 6 nodes around it. Suppose all the nodes have the same parameters, for simplicity, the interference power between two nodes can be expressed as:
C is constant. So the interference each node received is proportional to n d − . The received interference power of one node can be written as:
So SIR can thus be written as:
m is the number of nodes in the interference area. Based on the above description, here are some hypotheses of our interference model in figure4:
1) The interference between node u and v is 2) The received interference of node u is:
C is the interference area of node u .
3) the maxim interference must below 1/5 to ensure the communication quality.
So from the hypergraph theory, and after a simple calculation, we can easily get the result that the pairs of all adjacent nodes and the forbidden sets {X 3 , X 5, X 7 } and{X 2 , X 4 , X 6 } are assumed to constitute edge set of the hypergraph representing this network scenario. The maximal independent sets(MIS) for this system are {2,6}, {2, 5}, {2, 4}, {3, 5}, {3, 6}, {3, 7}, {4, 6}, {4, 7}, {5,7}, and {1}. The nodes in the same independent set means they can send signals simultaneously, and the forbidden set is constitute by the nodes which can not send signals simultaneously, because it violates the interference constrains (maxim interference greater than 1/5 in our example). So the independent sets can made us judge which nodes can work at the same time, and when to carry out power control.
In order to test the effect of mutual interference suppression using hypergraph theory, a simulation environment is established. The simulation parameters are shown in table 2. In our improved MAC, before transmission, each node only calculates the interference signal from its two-hop neighbor, and then gets the MIS, if the two-hop neighbors which are transmitting signal and the current node in the same independent set, the current node can send signals simultaneously, otherwise it will back off for a moment.
For the sake of reflect the capability difference of the 802.11 and improved MAC, we chose the following criteria: Packet drop rate; Average End-to-end Delay; Routing Overhead. 
IV. USING DTN AND HYPERGRAPH WITHIN AN ARCHITECTURE
According to the characteristic of deep space exploration, for the aim of environment self-adaptive, energy efficient, etc, we proposed an architecture to face the requirements in deep space which based on some existing research results [17, 18] , as shown in Fig.8 .
The three-dimensional protocol stack shows a 7 layer structure, includes application layer, bundle layer, transport layer, hypernetwork layer, topology control layer, data hyperlink layer, and physical layer. In the right side of the stack, there are three modules: the security mechanism module provide function of electromagnetic interference suppression in the physical layer, identify the malicious nodes and provide data encryption; the access management module responsible for access point selection and handover; the energy saving module has the function of perceive the remaining energy of the node, adjust the transmission power according to the environment and different applications.
In our layered protocol stack, the bundle layer, transport layer and physical layer are basically the same as conventional DTN architecture. We primarily emphasize on the application layer, hypernetwork layer, topology control layer and data hyperlink layer:
(1) The application layer in our protocol stack constitute of software systems which face to various deep space environment, it is a high-level human interface to submit the final results. It provide services include remote login, event reporting, remote interactive and environment monitoring.
(2) The main purpose of hypernetwork layer is to realize low power consumption, multi-hop routing within and out of a hyper-edge. The hypernetwork layer can determine and filter routes according to the information provided by bottom layers and the three modules in the right side of the stack.
(3) The topology control layer is responsible for adjust the network topology, mobility management and localization. According to the environmental parameters, node's remaining energy, the topology control layer will be able to adjust the topology through transmission power control and hyper-edge management.
(4) The data hyperlink layer is responsible to form hyper-frames, reduce the collision of wireless media access within hyper-edges and perform error control. The deep space exploration network is different with terrestrial networks in networking, resource constraints, environmental parameter, etc. So we must construct new network architecture which is suitable for deep space environment. In this paper, first we described the typical deep space exploration scenario, established the network topology model based on hypergraph theory, and analyzed the special needs in deep space environment.
Then proposed a hyper-network architecture for deep space exploration, explained the function and characteristic of each layer. Our network topology model and protocol architecture provide a framework for future research of each protocol layer in deep space exploration environment, and we expect our work can be a useful guidance.
Based on the idea of this paper, the next research work include efficient hyper-edge establish schemes and routing in the hypergraph theory modeled network.
